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Blueprint 2 – What is it?
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Timeline for Delivery

Service Build Completion Delivers Sample functionality (not exhaustive)

Foundational 

capability 
Q4 22

A set of foundational components that will be used 

across services / future phases of delivery

• Notifications

• User portals / experience

• Document management

Global Premium & 

Claims service 
Q4 22

A Global Specialty Insurance service to manage 

premium movement and claims orchestration, from 

submission to settlement, for singleton non-

complex business

• Submission handling

• Business rules validation

• Core Digital processing (Accounting & Settlement)

• Core Claims Orchestration

• Management Information for Global Services

London Premium & 

Claims service
Q3 23

A London Market service to manage premium 

movement and claims orchestration from 

submission to settlement for Lloyd's and Company 
open market syndicated business.

Includes transitional services to allow participants 

to adopt digital services at their own pace

Enhancements for Lloyd’s & Company market. E.g.:

• Lead / Follow functionality

• Specialised areas. E.g. Scheme Canada / LORS

• Ability to manage legacy submissions via data reachback

• Specific claims functionality. E.g. Expert journey

Delegated Authority 

Premium & Claims 

service 

Q4 23

The London Market service, expanded to handle 

Delegated Authority premium and claims 

submissions

• Premium & claims processing functionality above 

enhanced to support delegated business

• Includes aggregation & netting enhancements

Gateway Risk 

service
Q4 23

Supports London open market placement through 

ingestion of the Core Data Record, including data 

validation, augmentation and notifications

• CDR validation & enrichment (incl. FIL & Risk Codes)

• Tax validation

• Regulatory checks (Licensing / Stamps etc)

• Unique referencing

1

2

3

4

5

We will deliver 5 core services to the market as part of Blueprint 2 initiatives 

After build is complete there will be a period of market acceptance testing. Market wide cut-over and go-live for 3, 4 & 5 is planned 

for Q2 2024, with 2 launching earlier
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Review and Questions

Question 1 - How would you rate your understanding of the Blueprint 2 solutions? 

Question 2 - How would you rate your understanding of the benefits the Blueprint 2 represents? 
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Market Engagement

Customer Journeys & benefit cases are important context – Playbooks enable implementation

Customer 
Journeys

The Gateway

PROCESS STAGE POST-BIND 
DIGITAL PROCESSING

PROCESS STAGE PRE-BIND

RISK PLACEMENT
Submission / quote

RISK PLACEMENT
Firm order and bind

Broker / Carrier will use 
transitional extraction 

services for iMRC

Tax calculator

Data Store
• Core Data Records (CDR)

• Derived Data IMR
doc store

Reporting
Output

Transition Services Digital End StateProcess Stage Post-bind Process step Data StoreProcess Stage Pre-bindMessagesComments

CDR*

IMMEDIATE POST 
BIND ACTIVITY

Carrier submits 

extra information to 

complete CDR

CDR

Broker creates 
contract using the 

iMRC format, which 

contains the CDR 
data elements 

required at bind API

Underwriter agrees 

iMRC

Placing Platform or 
Direct Submit 

API

Gateway
• Validate data entry

• Augment (B fields)
• Premium splits

• Tax calculation

2nd CDR submission

* It is a desired direction of travel that the Placing Platforms will hold the data to enable the creation a CDR

Claims Scenario 1: The FNOL is queried and then resubmitted

Transition Services Digital End StateProcess Stage Process step Data StoreMessages

On the 01/02/22 Poppy's customer 

had a major loss on their premises. 
Poppy submits an FNOL to notify the 

Insurers of the claim.

1. Poppy submits an FNOL via a LIMCLM 

together with her claim documentation

2. ICOS validates the claim against the 

(placement) Core Data Record. The 

validation outputs are passed to the 

Carrier for review

3. Nicky queries the FNOL, via Portal

4. Poppy receives a notification. She checks 

the Portal

5. She investigates and can see that she 

has quoted the wrong policy number

6. Poppy has used the previous year's 

policy, which covered a period from 

01/01/20– 01/01/21 instead of the current 

year

7. Poppy amends her FNOL and resubmits 

her LIMCLM and documentation

8. This time Nicky acknowledges the FNOL 

trigging DXC technical processing. Poppy 

receives confirmation via a BSM (Broker 

signing message)

9. The FNOL is now processed successfully

VALIDATIONSUBMISSION

Poppy the Broker

Transition Services

First Notification 
of Loss

LIMCLM ASG Gateway

EFNOL 
Query 

submitted Nicky the Carrier

Digital End State
DXC

Technical
processing

triggered
(only Lloyd’s)

Notification to check 
Portal for query

Poppy investigates the EFNOL 
submission, corrects it and resubmits

International Claims Orchestration Service (ICOS)

ASG Gateway Portal

Validation outputs 
passed to Nicky 

for review

Nicky 
acknowledges 

the FNOL

Portal

Confirmation 
to broker of 

claim 
processed 

Benefit 
Framework
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‘Better’ - Selected benefit highlights for carriers 

8

The table below highlights benefits which are likely to be most significant to carriers. 

Further benefits are listed under each solution area.

Solutions

Experience

Improved end user experience through modern and intuitive user interfaces [14]

As a user, interaction with todays central services systems (e.g. Account Enquiry, ECF/CAS) can feel clunky and slow.. The new 
digital processing services (also referred to as JV as shorthand for digital transformation services from the Joint Venture) are
built with a responsive, web based user interface that will feel familiar and modern, and provide an enhanced user experience

All JV

Flexibility

Improved digital integration opportunities for participants systems enable potential for significant 
internal savings, including removal of rekeying [1]

The new JV services are API enabled, which provides participants the ability to interact with the services system-to-system. 

Participants will be able to avoid rekeying by connecting their own systems directly to the service. There will be greater 
opportunity to access data on a real time basis, allowing integration into downstream processes and systems.

All JV

Agility

Better change agility and speed of implementation of new central services, as a result of cloud-based 
business modular services vs monolithic end of life infrastructure [13]

The current technology supporting central services does not support modern systems development practices, and is a major 

constraint to change. Even small changes may require months or years of development. The new solutions are developed with 
modern approach's and technology which support greater agility, allow the service to respond to user needs, emerging 
innovation or regulatory change.

All JV

Reduced risk

Improved operational resilience and removal of many standing legacy issues [11]

Much of today’s central services run on 30 year of legacy mainframe services. The new JV digital transformation solutions are
developed on modern, cloud based, technology that can support resilient, elastic and secure services that underpin the 
market.

All JV

Simplified 
financial 

reconciliation

Streamlined reconciliation and simplified Lloyd’s premium and claim accounting due to de-coupling of 
tax from regulatory reporting [60]

The new solutions and processes simplify the way premium and claims are accounted resulting in fewer transactions and less 

onerous reconciliations around tax and regulatory reporting 

Digital Gateway

B
et

te
r
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Carrier Benefit visualisation

The visualisation below demonstrates the primary benefit opportunities as they apply to carriers. Further detail in each of these areas is included in the 
remainder of this pack  

Benefits

Faster

Better

Cheaper Customer growth

Agility

Improved products

Innovation opportunity

Insight through data

Performance monitoring

Reduced risk

Streamlined reconciliation

Flexibility

Transparency

Experience

Increased efficiency 

Process automation  

Reduced handling errors   

Avoided dual processing   

Optimised claims performance   

Optimised distribution  

Optimised risk selection/exposure   

Optimised 3rd party costs   

Reduced technology cost   

Optimised capital   

Premium Accounting

Investigation

Agreement

Settlement

Premium, Contract, Tax certainty

Query management latency

Access to reporting

Visualisations are weighted for number of benefit opportunities identified, and unweighted for value.

Claims

Revenue growth

Submission

Implementation 
Playbooks

Single
Engagement

Team

Produce
Key

Artefacts

Additional
Focused
Support

Continual
Monitoring

Vendor
Aligned

Grouping
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Focus for 2022 and early 2023
Actions to take depend on your route to digital: full, blended, or using transition services

CDR & iMRC

Adoption of the iMRC and CDR standards are 
key to unlocking the ability to move to 
automated digital processing. 

ACORD
Standards

ACORD EBOT and ECOT standards will be 
used for accounting and claims settlement 
in the new digital services. 

API 
Capability

Some of the interactions on the new 
services are via API, e.g. Gateway and 
ACORD standards gaps.

Messaging
& Reporting

Current messages such as BSM, LIMCLM and DRI will continue to be 
supported. Their structure will remain largely unchanged but there 
will be content and destination changes. Data will be merged with 
legacy data to ensure a consolidated picture. This will require some 
low impact changes to reporting services overall including the 
content of reports, new user credentials and some light training

New
Portals

All existing user interfaces or portals will be discontinued and 
replaced by new digital portals. This will not be ‘like for like’ basis 
due to some changes and improvements as to how the services 
are delivered.  While portals will be intuitive, users will need training 
and on-boarding. Market participants should plan for training to 
take place from early 2023.

Bespoke
Phase out

To get ready for transformation some changes will be made to 
current services (e.g., low usage message variants, bespoke 
participant services). Participants using these solutions will need to 
change to market standard services or messages. 

Full digital processing is available day one of the new services. If you cannot achieve this you will need to use transition services, which 

you will need to make some mandatory changes. You can use a blended approach as you move to full digital

Full Digital Transition
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Faster Claims Payment (FCP)

Faster Claims Payment (FCP) is a modern payment solution that allows Delegated Claims Administrators (DCAs) to make payments on request, drawing 
on managing agent funds directly, removing the need for loss funds and the associated cash calls.

www.Lloyds.com/FCP

FCP@lloyds.com
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Questions?

• If you think of a question later you can use the query form to submit

• We collate these and will publish together as FAQ to benefit the whole market

https://bit.ly/bp2-faq

https://forms.office.com/r/WVh40ZJyb6
https://bit.ly/bp2-faq

